**AN INTEGRATED DATA PLATFORM**

- Collection of data resources from federal, state, university, and other entities
- Datasets updated to interface with modern databases/computer codes
- Provides wide range of data on coal properties, geology/geochemistry, & supply chain/logistical issues
- The CORD platform is a virtual, interactive web application that allows users to query, visualize, and analyze integrated datasets

**R&D ACTIVITIES**

NETL is working to fill in key data gaps, transform data from challenging sources and improve CORD to meet the needs of industries and researchers associated with carbon ores and waste streams.

**NEXT STEPS**

- Integrate new data and information as it becomes available
- Improve CORD quality through data gap mitigation
- Increase awareness of CORD through stakeholder engagement

**RESULTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

- CORD - The database and platform can be accessed via EDX
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